We propose a new method which could be part of a warning system for the early detection of time clusters applied to public health surveillance data. This method is based on the extreme value theory (EVT). To any new count of a particular infection reported to a surveillance system, we associate a return period which corresponds to the time that we expect to be able to see again such a level.
Introduction
Since the pioneering work of Serfling ( [1] ), several statistical models have been proposed to detect time clusters from surveillance data recorded as time series count in a given geographic area. A time cluster is defined as a time interval in which the observed number of events is significantly higher than the expected number of events. The term 'event' is generic enough to include any event of interest such as a case of illness, an admission to an emergency department, a death or any other health event.
The early prospective detection of time clusters represents a statistical challenge as the models must take the main features of the data into account such as secular trends, seasonality, past outbreaks but are also faced with idiosyncrasies in reporting, such as delays, incomplete or inaccurate reporting or other artefacts of the surveillance systems. Reporting delays are particularly problematic for surveillance systems that are not based on electronic reporting. Concerning syndromic surveillance systems, the same difficulties are encountered, excepted for the reporting delays because these surveillance systems are mostly based on electronic reporting.
The main statistical approaches introduced in the literature have been recently reviewed by Unkel et al [2] with a discussion of statistical issues involved in evaluating and comparing methods. As mentioned by Unkel et al [2] , the published models are sometimes presented into broad classes such as regression techniques, time series methodology or statistical process control ( [3] ; [4] ; [5] ) but this presentation is somewhat artificial as several methods can be classified into more than one of these classes.
However, in most cases they are based on two steps: (i) the calculation of an expected The first step is based on the past counts, or more often on a sample of the past counts, that takes the seasonality pattern(s) into account. Thus, the current count is compared to counts that occurred in the past during the same time periods, e.g. 3 weeks around the current week from 5 previous years. Alternatively, sinusoidal seasonal components can be incorporated into regression models to deal with the seasonality and to easily take secular trends into account. More rarely, models try to reduce the influence of weeks coinciding with past outbreaks. One solution to avoid that such outbreaks reduce the sensitivity of the model is to associate low weights to these weeks in the estimation of the expectation (e.g. [6] ).
The intentional release of anthrax in the USA in October 2001 emphasized the need to develop new early warning surveillance systems ( [7] ; [8] ). These surveillance systems treat an increasing number of data provided from multiple sources of information ([9] ).
One logical consequence is to perform statistical analyses with a daily frequency.
Developing automated statistical prospective methods for the early detection of time clusters is thus essential. It is important for a public health surveillance agency to run several statistical methods concomitantly in order to compare the alarms generated by these methods.
To this aim, we propose in this paper a new approach based on Extreme Value Theory (EVT) (e.g. [10] ) for the early detection of time clusters. EVT has not been used so far in the context of surveillance; adapting and combining in a specific way EVT tools introduces an innovative and interesting alternative to existing methods for surveillance data, not so numerous. One of the main advantages of the EVT approach is that we do not need any model to fit the time series and no assumption is required on the 3 underlying distribution.
The main idea of our method is the following. First, we associate to each observation of the dataset a return period, which corresponds to the time that we expect to be able to see again such a level (and not earlier). Then, whenever we have a new observation, we look backward on its return period to see if already at least one observation exceeds it. If it does, we consider the new observation as "abnormal" (e.g. the potential start of an epidemic), in the sense of "not expected" as defined by our rule, and we set off an alarm.
To evaluate the method, we ran it on simulated data generated by an extensive simulation study based on recent work [11] . Then to illustrate the method, we applied it to the detection of time clusters from weekly counts of Salmonella isolates reported to the national surveillance system in France. Salmonellosis is a major cause of bacterial enteric illness in both humans and animals, with bacteria called Salmonella. In France, Salmonella is the first cause of laboratory confirmed bacterial gastroenteritis, of hospitalization and of death. In 2005, a study estimated that between 92 and 535 deaths attributable to non typhoidal Salmonella occurred each year ( [12] ).
The paper is organized as follows. The surveillance system and the data are presented in Section 2. A description of our method to check if each new observation corresponds to an unusual/extremal event is given in Section 3. Applications to simulated data and real counts of Salmonella are developed in Section 4. A discussion follows in the last section.
Data
We will consider, in our paper, simulated datasets in order to test the performance of our method and real datasets in order to illustrate it. Concerning the latter, let us present in this section the real data, the counts of Salmonella, on which we will be working. The National Reference Center for Salmonella contributes to the surveillance 4 of salmonellosis by performing serotyping of about 10000 clinical isolates each year.
Salmonella surveillance is based on a network of 1500 medical laboratories that voluntarily send their isolates. Salmonella enterica serotypes Typhimurium and Enteritidis represent 70 % of all Salmonella isolates in humans among many hundreds of serotypes; that is why we consider in this paper mainly these two serotypes. For illustrative purpose, four other less frequent serotypes (Manhattan, Derby, Agona and Virchow) are also considered; Figure 1 shows the weekly number of isolates for these six serotypes Let Y = {Y t ; t = 1, . . . , T } be the univariate initial time series corresponding to the number of isolates at time point t for a given serotype. If the series Y exhibits a trend, we estimate it from a linear regression trend component, then we substract it.
Concerning the possible seasonality of Y , as mentioned by many authors (e.g. [7] ; [13] ), seasonal effects may have a strong impact in generating a statistical alarm. A common way to prepare the dataset is to select counts from comparable periods in past years, as described in the literature ( [6] ; [14] ). The dataset is restricted to the counts that occurred during the times within these comparable periods. For instance, if the current time is t of year y, then only the counts for the n = b(2w + 1) times from t − w to t + w of years from y − b to y − 1 (b > 1, w > 1) are used. Another way to handle seasonality is to include seasonal factors in the statistical model running on a restricted dataset, as recently proposed by Noufaily et al. [11] .
As an illustration Figure 2 represents the restricted dataset for Salmonella Typhimurium, for a given current week with w = 3 and b = 5. In all the sequel, X = (X t ) will denote the transformed (i.e. the detrended subset) time series from (Y t ). To each new observation will correspond a new sample, indifferently named X or (X t ), to simplify. Each step of the method will apply on X itself.
An EVT approach
Suppose we have at our disposal n successive observations that we consider as realizations of a sample (X i ) of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) non-negative random variables defined on a probability space (Ω, A, P), from an unknown distribution function F . We do not make any assumption on F and do not need any to develop our method, which constitutes a great advantage of this approach.
We want to detect extreme events, which justifies an EVT framework. Extreme events have been extensively studied in the literature (e.g. [10] ), with two main approaches developed in the i.i.d. setting, one based on the distributions of maxima (e.g. [15] ) and the other one based on exceedances above some threshold, known as the Peak-OverThreshold (POT) method (e.g. [16] ).
Assuming independence might appear as a rough approximation to analyze epidemiological discrete time series; however we obtain quite reasonable and interesting results under this assumption, usual when introducing an EVT approach. Note also that in most of the existing methods for surveillance data the residuals from the models are assumed to be independent.
6 Moreover, the method we propose also allows handling the case of a discrete phenomenon, whereas the classic EVT method requires continuous distributions only.
We will face this issue of using extreme tools for discrete data in one step of our method, when having to estimate extreme quantiles (or return levels); instead of estimating them explicitly as we do in the continuous framework, we will estimate their upper bounds, using bounds introduced in [17] which do not require any strong assumption (such as continuity) on the tail behavior of the distribution function. The practitioner, e.g. a biostatistician or an epidemiologist, is often ready to accept more alarms if he knows that the upper bound is well estimated and can provide a reasonable 'worst case scenario'. In that sense, our method, in particular the use of an upper bound for the return level, should be viewed as an alternative tool which provides additional information for the practitioner. Now let us present the fundamentals of our method.
Associated with a given return period T which corresponds to T time units over the past, a return level z T is defined as the level expected to be exceeded on average once every T time units, i.e. such that
where 1l {A} represents the indicator function that is equal to 1 if A is true and to 0 otherwise. The last equality can be rewritten as 1 − F (z T ) = 1/T . Hence, the return level z T corresponds simply to a p T −quantile with p it is preferable to select a high threshold, which means a small value of c. We chose here to make it really extreme, not asking for more than one exceedance, in average, above the last observation. We could relax a bit this choice, by taking for instance c = 2, but we prefer to be on the safe side. As mentioned in the discussion of Section 5, an optimal value of c, or a prescribed value in order to match the performance of other methods already proposed in the literature is an interesting open question which will lead to further investigations.
The idea of the method is to associate with each observation x s a return period T s defined theoretically as (1 − F (x s )) −1 to be able to determine the return period T t associated to each new observation x t at time t. Then, we look backwards (and not forwards as in the 'standard' way) in the interval (t − T t ; t) for the existence of an observation that would exceed x t . If it exists, we set the rule to generate an alarm at time t based on the fact that, on average, we do not expect two or more exceedances
Notice that in our discrete framework it will not be possible to estimate explicitly the return levels; instead estimated bounds will be considered.
Therefore, after a preliminary analysis of the data and definition of our sample, we will compute the estimated bounds of the return levels in order to obtain a graph of the return periods and levels. Then, we will allocate a return period to any new observation x t to test if t corresponds to a warning time according to our definition.
Looking at extremal events leads us to the crucial problem of high quantile estimation, well-studied in the EVT literature (e.g. [10] ), based on a sample of observations. However, EVT is only valid in the case where the underlying distribution function F of these observations is continuous. This is not the case in the surveillance context where the observations are counts and thus F is discrete. Therefore, we propose to use instead upper and lower bounds for the return level z t and estimate them as in [17] ; this approach has several advantages: the upper and lower bounds can be computed for 8 any value of t (in particular it holds for large values), it does work for both small and large samples, and for F continuous or discrete. So it is well-adapted to our context, when assuming the random variables associated to the i.i.d. observations.
Note that using bounds for a return level z t will imply that the return period defined theoretically by (1 − F (z t )) −1 cannot be explicitly estimated and we have
where T and T b denote the return periods of the lower and upper bounds t (u, w, q) and b t (u, v) respectively, defined in the on-line Web Appendix and estimated below.
Here u, v and w are suitable power functions and q > 1.
Now let us present our method to define an alarm system. For each new observation
• First we check if the new observation is the largest on all the sample. If it is the case, we generate an alarm. This conservative condition may be weakened, applying it only when observing a local non decreasing trend.
• Otherwise, we proceed as follows.
Step 1: We draw the plot of the return period on the x-axis and the corresponding estimate of the upper bound of the return level (instead of the return level itself):
Step 2: We allocate to each observation x t i , i ≥ 1, a return time T i using the previous plot. Namely, x t i corresponds to a value b T i of the y-axis of the plot from which we 9 deduce the associated return level T i . Reading an observation as an upper bound of a return level means that T i is in fact the lower bound of the theoretical return period
(1 − F (x t i )) −1 that should be associated to the observation x t i , because of (2).
We justify our choice as follows. Considering T i instead of b T i in the above method would have led to underestimate the return period associated to the observation x t i , which could be a problem in the context of alarms (it is better to have more alarms than less), except if the plots t, t and t, b t were close enough, but it is generally not the case for our datasets where t appeared approximately as a constant function of time ( [18] ).
Step 3: We use the fact that if (X j ) are i.i.d. random variables, then we have for any
This remark is important since we want to define for each new observation a warning time, which means to look backward in time.
Hence for each new observation x t i , to which a return time T i has been associated (via
Step 2), we will look in the interval (t i − T i ; t i ) to see if there exists an observation exceeding x t i , considered as the new exceedances threshold; if it does, we ring an alarm at this time t i .
• To finish this section, let us summarize our method as an iterative algorithm.
For each new observation x t i , i ≥ 1:
x j , then generate an alarm time at time t i . Note that this conservative condition may be weakened, applying it only when observing a local non decreasing trend.
2. Otherwise, (a) associate the time T i to x t i , read from the plot t, b t when x t i is regarded
(c) look for the existence of an observation
if there exists at least such an observation, then generate a warning time at
Remarks: in practice, if the return period of the new observation x t i is larger than the length of the sample (X t ), then we choose to be conservative by generating an alarm at time t i . Other choices may of course be considered. Also, in some sense, detecting outbreaks when two or more "extreme" observations in a period are observed, instead of one, might be considered as a "heuristic rule". But, as illustrated in the next section, our detections are in accordance with the ones obtained with other classical approaches already used in the literature. Nevertheless, a possible alternative, which would require further investigations, might consist in replacing the expectation by an estimation of the probability P j∈I(T i ) 1l {x j ≥b T i } > 1 .
• Now to illustrate our method, let us consider the example of the number of Salmonella Virchow isolates. In Figure 3 , the x-axis corresponds to the values of t from 2 to 100 weeks and the y-axis to b t , calculated for the last week of 2008; the two dashed lines indicate the 95% confidence interval bounds of b t . 
Simulated data
We generated simulated data following the approach proposed by Noufaily et al. [11] .
Let us summarize briefly the procedure:
• First, simulated baseline data (i.e. time series of counts in the absence of outbreaks) were generated using a negative binomial model with a mean including trend and seasonality determined by Fourier terms. More precisely, these data were simulated from 42 different parameter combinations (called scenarios and presented in Table 1 in [11] ) with different trends, seasonalities, baseline frequencies of counts and dispersions. The simulations of the baseline data use 100
replicates from each scenario of size 624 weeks. The last 49 weeks were used as current weeks leading to 4900 replicates for each of the 42 scenarios.
• Secondly, outbreaks were simulated both in baseline and current weeks. Given a constant k, the size of a simulated outbreak, starting in week t i , follows a Poisson distribution with mean equal to k times the standard deviation of the count at t i . Then outbreak cases were randomly distributed according to a lognormal distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation 0.5. Finally, four outbreaks were generated in baseline weeks and one outbreak was generated in current weeks. Outbreaks start times were chosen randomly. We chose the values of k to be 3 and 5 in baseline weeks and from 1 to 10 in current weeks.
• Next, we used two measures, named FPR and POD, introduced in [11] to assess the performance of the EVT method. For each scenario, we calculated the false positive rate (FPR) as the proportion of the current 49 weeks and 100 replicates, in which the method generated an alarm in the absence of outbreak. The second measure, called the probability that an outbreak is detected (POD) was also calculated. For each scenario and for each current week, if an alarm is generated at least once between the start and end times of the outbreak, the outbreak is considered as detected. The POD is the proportion of outbreaks detected in 100 runs. 
Real data
For each week from January 2000 to December 2008, the EVT method was applied to two time series presented in Section 2 (Agona and Manhattan). For each time series Y and for a week t:
1. We note x t the observed number of cases at week t, that we will compare to selected counts of weeks from t − 3 to t + 3 of years from y − 5 to y − 1 (to handle the seasonality as explained in Section 2). This restricted dataset corresponds to the resulting time series X on which we apply our EVT method.
2. We calculate the upper bound for x t regarded as the return level, using equation
3. We calculate a return period associated to the upper bound of the return level.
In practice we calculate for t = 2 to T max (e.g. T max = 100) the increasing upper boundsb t=2 ,b t=3 , . . . ,b t=Tmax . The return period is determined by the rank of the first upper bound greater than the observed number of cases x t .
We generate an alarm at time t if:
(a) the return period is larger than the length of the sample X, because we have not enough past data to claim that x t is not an unusual event;
(b) x t is larger than the maximum number of counts observed in the sample X;
(c) we observe, over the return period, a number of cases greater than x t .
Moreover, in order to reduce the probability that an alarm could be triggered for few sporadic cases, a standard rule, put as an option in the program because specific to Salmonella, has been adopted to keep an alarm at week t if at least 5 cases were observed during the 4 last weeks preceding t. This rule has already been applied at the 6] ). It is an empirical rule, which avoids too numerous alarms whenever the time series concerns a rare serotype only. In this specific case, an alternative could be to transform equation (1) 
1l {X i >z T } = c with a suited small value c > 1 as previously discussed.
We applied the EVT method on the weekly number of isolates for serotypes Manhattan and Agona. We compared the alarms generated by the EVT method with those generated by the Farrington method (corresponding to Model 0 in [11] with the threshold value at time t defined as the upper 99% prediction limit). In Figure 7 , the alarms generated by the two methods occurred in the same period A total of 47 cases less than 12 months age were identified during the first stage and 94 cases less than 12 months age were identified during the second stage. The third period corresponds to the week 29 in July 2008. It included five cases, two of them coming from a foodborne disease outbreak involving piglet consumption, and the three others being probably sporadic cases.
The EVT method was implemented using R version 2.9 ( [23] ). The R-code is available on request. The function called algo.farrington, implemented into the R-Package surveillance ( [24] ) was used to apply the Farrington method.
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We believe that the EVT method meets a number of requirements, listed by Farrington et al. ([3] ), for the outbreak detection algorithms implemented in surveillance systems. Indeed, this method is able to monitor a large number of time series which became an absolute necessity in modern computerized surveillance systems. It can deal with a wide range of events as it is the case for the Salmonella infections with the routinely analyses of several hundred serotypes per week. It can handle time series with great numbers of cases (such as Salmonella Enteritidis) or small numbers of cases (such as Salmonella Manhattan). Seasonality is taken into account by comparing counts over the same periods of time. Other methods propose a direct way to treat the past aberrations, for instance by associating low weights to the weeks coinciding with past outbreaks. There is no such need when using the EVT method since the return period is not a constant but depends on each observed count; alarms can then be generated even if past outbreaks exist. If a past outbreak is contained in the return period interval, then an alarm will be triggered at time t if the observation at t has been exceeded by this outbreak. Finally, the method is implemented in a function using the R language, allowing to run it in an automated procedure with minimal user intervention. This method could be easily included into the R surveillance package and used by public health surveillance practitioners. Recently, several papers have shown that R is routinely used for the early detection of outbreaks in Europe ( [25] ; [19] ; [26] ; [27] ; [28] ).
Although the model developed by Farrington et al. ([6] ) became a standard reference method, routinely used in France since many years and incorporated in several surveillance systems, the EVT method seems also to be a valuable and interesting tool for the recognition of time clusters. It could be integrated in the family of outbreak detection algorithms used by the public health surveillance agencies since developing effective computer-assisted outbreak detection systems still remains a necessity to en-sure timely public health intervention.
Obviously our approach does not pretend answering all the issues and could be improved. This paper must be viewed as an exploratory study and constitutes a first step for further developments already quite promising. The main two advantages of our approach is that it does not require any assumption on the underlying (unknown) distribution function and leads to a good specificity. Unfortunately, as the Farrington one, it is less sensitive than other methods. That is why it should not be used solely but combined with other more sensitive methods. Due to its competitiveness against standard approaches, it should help practitioners in the detection of epidemics.
The overall potential of our approach, theoretical as practical, together with a fuller comparison to other methods will be the subject of a forthcoming paper. In particular, an interesting open question is the choice of an optimal value c for the right-hand side in equation (1) . This question comes back to discuss the choice of the threshold. In this paper we fixed c = 1. As emphasized in the simulation study, this value leads to competitive results of our approach with respect to the Model 0 of Farrington's method in a large panel of situations, in terms of parameter combinations, trends, seasonalities, baseline frequencies of counts and dispersions, but this choice might be improved by an optimal selection. This leads to further investigations.
